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and 
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Department of Physics 
University of Michigan 
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ABSTRACT 

To inv.estigate the nature of strangeness-nonconserving weak inter~ 
·action!, we h~ve examined a sample of 76 K+ 3 (K+ - 1-L + + 1r

0 + v) and 
216 K 3 (K+ - e+ + 1r0 + v) decays at rest obs~rved in a xenon bubble chamber. 
T~e c~mbi~ed data indicate that (1) the V-A theory correctly describes 
Ke 3 and K 3 decay; (2) the 1-L+ and e+ are coupled with the same strength in 
three-body~eptonic K+ decay; and (3) the magnitude and energy variation of 
the form factors involved are consistent with predictions based on the 
partially-conserved current hypothesis. 
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EXPERIMENTAL STpDY OF THE K!3 ANP. 1(:3 PECAY MOJ)ES 

OF TH~ K+ MESON. 

John Lo Brown, John A. Kadyk, George H, Trilling,.·· 
and Remy T. Van de' Wallet·· ., . 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and Department of P}lysics 
University of California, Berkeley, Califor:t;1ia. · 

and 

Byron P. Roe and Daniel Sinclair 

Department of Physics 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor,,, Michigan 

August 20, 1962 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Theoretical Background 

·The basic idea of a universal Fermi interaction has been quite sue
cessftJ.l in predicting many of the observed .features of weak interactions, 
At pre sent it appears that a Fermi interaction restricted just to vector (V) 
and axial-vector (A) couplings is sufficient to explain much of the data on 
strangeness-conserving we~k interactions .. There has been much less ex
ploration in the field of strangeness-nonconserving interactions. One area 
that offers the possibility for significant experimental tests is that of the 
three-body leptonic (KL 3 ) decays of the K meson: K-+ IJ. + Tr + v (:K 3 ) and 
K-+ e +'IT+ v (Ke 3 ). We have recently published in very brief forrJ' some 
of our experimental results coming from a study of K+ decay into the ab,ove 
modes" This report is intended to describe the collection of data and to 
explain in detail the methods of analysis used. 

The kinematics of Kl-1: 3 or Ke3 decay in the K rest frame can be 
completely specified by two independent variables which we will choose 
initially to be P, the magnitude of the pion·momerttum, and e, the angle 
between the pion and neutrino momentum vectors. There is a third indepen
dent variable, the IJ. (or e) spin direction; since we are unable to observe 
this experimentally, the various theoretical distributions which follow 
represent averages over lepton spins" With suitable assumptions one can 
derive various joint distribution functions of the Variables, P and (), for 
the various Fermi couplings. Among the assumptions made (some of which 
are implicit in the diagram of Fig. 1 for KL 3 decay) are 

... 
1 Present address: Interuniversity Institute for Nuclear Science, Brussels, 
Belgium. 
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and 

a. the leptons are produced at one vertex, 
·' 

b. the weak interaction is cop.sidered to first order only, 

c .. there is no electromagnetic interaction betweenthe pion and 
. muon or electron, 

d .. the K spin is zero, 

e. parity is conserved in the strong .interactions, (which occur 
· inside the box in Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. · Diagram for KL 3 Decay 

·In KL 3 decay one cannot distinguish between vector (V) and axial-vector 
(A) couplings, or scalar (S) and pseudoscalar (P) couplin_gs. The usual 
convention is to take .the vector,. scalar, and tensor (T) couplings as those 
which might be present. -

If one considers the case of pure couplings .alone, one can derive .the 
following distribution funct:i,ons. 1 

Vector coupling 
p2 

F y(P, 8)dP dcose = E · 

Scalar coupling 

(W2._ P2 -m··· 2)2 
L . 4 

(W + P .cos8) 

2 
(W + P cos8) 

I 
\ 

2 
f
5 

dP dcos8; . ( l'b) 
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··Tensor coupling 

2 ·[· .· 2 · .. 2 2 ~ 
X fT .. (W cosO + P) . + mL sin ej dP dcosB. . . ( lc) 

Here. P is the pion momentum; E.is the total pion energy; e is the angle 
between the pion and,the neutrino momentum vectors; MK is the K mass; 
W = MK - E; mTr and m · are the ·pion and lepton masses res~ectively; arid 
fy, gy, £5 , andfT are flilnctions· ("form factors") of q 2 = MK + m: 2 - 2MKE, 
the square of the invariant four-momentum transfer. Although the1Ttheory 
does not require it, we have assumed. time-reversal inv;:triance of the .weak 
interaction and have taken the form factors to be real. 

One can try to determine experimentally if a ,single pure coupling 
{S, V,. or T) is present in KL3 decay by comparing the. different (P, 8) dis
tributions with the experimental data. The same type of coupling must be 
responsible, for both K+ 3 and K+ 3 decay if we are to have a unive:.:-sal Fermi 
interaction.· One can further a~ ifthe data are consistent with J-L-e univer-

. sality, wherein the coupling in K! 3 and K+ 3 decay is not only ofthe same type 
but also ofthe same strength. As we wiltt see later, our data can be described 
by a pure vector coupling of the same strength in both K+ 3 and K+ 3 decay. 

1-l e . 

+ Let us suppose now that a universal :vector coupling is r.esponsible · 
for KL3 decay.· Examining Eq. {La), we see that there are two form factors, 
fy ana gy, which are functions only of q2 or equivalently of P. It should be 
noted.that the term containing gy is multiplied by (mL/MK)2 and hence. is 
negligible in K! 3 decay.· We will find that most theories predict.~ V and gV 
to be slowly varying functions of q , so that we can expand fy and gV in a 
power series in q 2 and keep only the first terms 

and 

q2 
fv = A{l + A. - 2 ) (2a) 

= B(l + A.' gv 

m 
1T 

2 
q ') -2 • 

m 
1T 

'{2b) 

where A, Bi A., and A. 1 are now parameters to be determined by experiment. 
Since q 2/m ranges from roughly 0 to 7 in KL3 decays, we may restrict 
A. and A.' to 1Tvalues less than, say, 0.1 in magmtude in order to keep within 
the spirit of a series expansion. As will be seen later, there is experimental 
justification for this, at least in the case of A.. 
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In order to predict the relative size of gy and fy, or to predict their , 
q 2 dependencea one must specify in some fashion what happens in the "box" 
in Fig, 1, L e., • say something about the strop.g interaction that connects 
the K and the !k. Thi·s is usually done in the .11 current-current" formulation 
of the V-A theory, 

" 
· · In strangeness-conserving weak interactions, it appears that the vector 
0urrenL:ha:s· z;a·rb-J div;em::gEtnc:e.;~,Jb:;r,~:;."J.is ~.o.n:ser:v'ed: ~ A possible extension of 
this principle is to assume that the strangeness-nonconserving vector current 
is also conserved, This leads directly to a prediction for the ratio3 

gv 
f-.= 
v 

(3) 

for a conserved vector· currento This ratio varies from -:-L4 to -10,6 over 
the range of q 2 allowed in Kt3 decay, 

More sophisticated theories using dispersion relations can lead to 
predictions for fy and gy separately, If one assumes that 

. . ' 2 
a, fy and gy approach constants as q _.. oo, 

b, . the dominant K~tr interaction is an S..,wave resonance of mass MKo, 

c, the divergence ofthe strangeness -nonconserving cp.rrent is a 
'

1gentle' 0 ,operator {partially conserved vector current}, 

then one can show that4 

and 

where · C is an unknown constant, · In our notation. this means 

and 

A.. = 0 

m 2 
T1' 

--2-
MKo 

. ' 1 
B/A = '2 

-m 
TT 

2 2 
MK' 

for a partially conserved current, S~wave, K-TT resonance. 

{4} 
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One. can also derive 5 expressions for the form factors by replacing 
Eqs. (2) above by assuming that the dominant K-'TT interaction is a P-wave 
resonance of mass MK~~" The results in this case can be expressed in our 
notation as 

and 

· ·m 2.· 

"- = >--' = 'TT 

B _ 1 
x-- 2 

for a partially conserved current, P-wave K-'TT resonance.· Finally, one 

(5) 

_ supposes that weak interactions are propagated by an intermediate vector 
boson: of mass MB. The predictions in this case6 are the same as those in 

. Eq. (5), with MK" replaced by MB. 

· If we restrict ourselves to values of MK', MK"' and MB greater than 
600 MeV, Eqs. (4) and (5) lead to values of p.,l and · I }I." I less than 0. 08, and 
to values of B/A in the range ...:0.,2 to -0.8. 

B. Previous Experimental Results 

l. Test of the V-A Theor·y in K~ 3 Decay 

As mentioned earlier, one can test whether a single pure coupling is 
responsible for, say, K 0 

3 decay by comparing the various predicted (P, !9) 
distributions with experfmental observation§. In a hydrogerr:..bubble-chamber 
expe ri~ent with 124 i~entified. ~~ -.. 'TT± + ~ + + v events, Luers et aL .' on 
the bas1s of a companson eqUlvalent to that· above, concluded that the1r data 
strongly favored the vector interaction. 7 

2. - Muon Energy Spectrum in K:3 Decay 

By transforming·Eq. (1) from the variables P, e to the variables 
P, E . (E = muon total energy) and integrating over P, one can derive ex
presfsio:rfs for the muon energy spectra predicted bythe various couplings 
with constant form-factors. Emulsion studies have collected a certain 
amount of data. on the f.l+ energy spectrum inK+ 3 decay, 8 which have been 
insufficient to lead to any conclusion about the ~ouplings involved. 

If one assumes that a pure vector interaction is responsible .for K~3 
decay, an~ further assumes the form factors fy and gy to be constant, 
then the fl energy spectrum can be _used to determine the ratio gy/fy. In a 
count1r experiment using a filamentary chamber, Dobbs et aL determined 
the f-l energy spectrum (forE ~ 155 MeV) on the basis of 139 events. 9 
!hey concluded that either gy/fy ~ + 2, or gy/fy ~ -1. 5. ·This result is not 
1n agreement with the predictions based on partially conserved vector cur
rents [ cf .. Eqs. (4), (5)]. 10 
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II. DATA COLLECTION 

A. Experimental Setup 

The data described in this report were collected in a 12-in. diam., 
10-in. -deep xenon bubble chamber exposed to a beam of positive K mesons 
having nominal momentum 700 MeV/c. 11 The beam was moderated to a 
momentum of about 450 MeV/ c by gold absorbers placed just ahead of the 
chamber, causing the K+ 1 s to stop rough!¥ in the center of the chamber. 
The beam produced an average of 2 to 3 K decays per picture. The cham
ber has been described in detail elsewhere, 12 but the following relevant 
facts should be repeated. 

a. The chamber has no magnetic field; however, because of the 
high stopping power of xenon, energy determinations can often be made 
from range measurements. 

b. The average probability for a 'Y ray from a 'ITo decay to c:onvert 
into an electron pair is about 70o/o. :. ·' " ... . . . J 

c. The range of the fJ. + from a 1T + decay at rest is only 1.'3 mm.,f 
so that the characteristic 'IT+ - f.J.+ - e+ decay chain cannot always be rec- · 
ognized. 

B. Scanning a'nd Measurement 

For convenience, the data used in this experiment were collected 
from three different samples of film, each scanned in a slightly different 
way.· · Iri all cases, the criteria for recognizing K~ 3 and Kt3 decays can be 
summarized as follows: . . 

1.. K!3 decays a K+ decay with two associated electron pairs and 
with. a single charged secondary identified as an electron either by its 
multiple ·scattering or by its production of an electron shower. 

2. K+ 3 dec~ys -- a K+ decay with two associated electron pairs and 
a single cha:iged secondary which stopped and decayed in the chamber with
out unde.rgoing a nuclear interaction. This latter requirement enabled us 
in scanninglhe events, to eliminate the va~t majority of th~ more numerous 
K+ 2 (K+- 1T + 1T

0
) decays, .whose secondanes seldom stop 1n the chamber 

uri\ess they undergo a nuclear interaction. Furthermore, this restriction 
to events with stopping fJ. +. s enabled us to make a kinematic reconstruction 
of the events while still keeping over half of the total number of Kt3 decays. 

All candidates for K! 3 and K+ 3 decays were measured on digitized 
measuring projectors on three ·diffefent stereo views, and the events 'were 
reconstructed in real space. The coordinates and directions thus obtained 
were used for kinematic analysis and the application of geometric criteria. 
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+ C. · Ke 3 Sample 

l. Geometric Criteria 

Several geometric criteria were imposed-on K! 3 decays, mainly to 
insure high scanning efficiency. - The K+ -decay point wa,s required to be in-

- side a cylinder whose boundaries were 5 em from every surface of the cham
ber. The conversion point of each of the y-ray pairs was required to be at 
least 2 em from every surface of the chamber.·- Since y-ray directions were 
determined from measurements of the K+ -decay point and the conversion 
point, a .lower limit of 3 mm was placed on the distance between these two 
points in order to insure a reasonably accurate measurement of. these di-
rections. · 

2. · Kinematic Analysis 

Because of the short radiation length (4 em) of liquid xenon, brems
strahlung is a very important source of energy loss for electrons.- We are 
thus unable to measure the energy either ofthe electron secondary or the 
electron pairs in K~3 decay, except in a rather qualitative way ... This pre
vents us from kinematically reconstructing the events, so that we cannot 
directly compare our data with- the various predicted (P, B) distributions. 
As we will show in Sec. III-A, however, there is a strong correlation between 
P and <j>, the angle between the momentum vectors of the .two y' s from the 
1r

0 decay. • Further, for K+ 3 decay, because of the small mass ofthe elec
tron, .the angle B in Eq. (l) can eqlla.lly well be interpreted -as the angle be
tween the electron momentum vector and the -TI~ momentum vector. - There 
is a Strong COrrelatiOn between the- angle f) thUS defined and f) I J _the angle 
between the electron momentum ve.ctor and the bisector of <j>. Thus, although 
we cannot determine P and e kinematically, we can measure the closely 
correlated quantities <I> and 8 1 

• 

3. · Events with Ambiguous Secondaries 

+ .. 
In roughly 10,000 K decays that were examined toproduce a final 

Kt3 sample of 76 e.vents and a final K+ 3 sample of 216 ev_ents~ there was a 
small number of.decays, .the identific~tion of whose secondaries was not 
entiz;ely unambiguous.- These events were scanned independently by two 
physicists; in every case where an identification could be made, _the two 
conclusions were the same. There remained 10 events for which both 
physicists agreed a secondary identification could not be made; these events 

·were not included in either the K! 3 or_the Kt3 sample. 

4. - Electron-:Recognition Probability 

The probability of recognizing an electron secondary from K! 3 decay 
depends on the electron energy and the potential path available to .the electron. 
In this section we wish to show that the dependence of the recognition prob
ability on electron energy has a negligible effect on the conclusions we draw 
from K! 3 decay. · 
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We do this by first outlining how we derive the probability that an 
electron will be recognized after going a distance between X and X + dX. 
We call this probability distribution R(X)dX, when averaged over the elec
tron energy spectrum of K+ 3 decay. · To find R(X), we first .define the ex-e . 
perimentally determinable function 

_ R(X) 
- (

0

20 em 

)o R(X)dX 

where R 1 (X)dX is the probability that ari electron recognized within 20 em 
will be recognized in the interval X to X + dX, and 20 em represents prac
tically the upper limit to the available potential path for K+ secondaries. 
R 1 (X) was determined from 74 K~ 3 decays, for each of which the recognition 
distance (as estimated by a physicist-scanner) and potential path were known. 
We need to know next what fraction of all electrons are recognized in less 
than 20 em, i.e., how many electrons would escape detection even with our 
longest available potential path. ·This we cannot measure experimentally but 
must predict theoretically from a model that describes the mechanism by 
which we recognize electrons. Let us suppose that, because of its severe 
multiple scattering, we recognize any electron that reaches some low energy. 
e. Although e is a parameter to be determined, we might expect, a priori, 
e ~. 30 MeV . ~: .: Using this model for electron recognition, using 
simple phase space to predict the initial K+ 3 electron energy spectrum, and 
using shower theory to describe electron e~ergy loss, we can derive a 
theoretical expression for R 1 (X) in terms of the parameter e. ·We find that 
{a) the predicted R 1 (X)_agrees excellently with our observation for e = 18 MeV, 
and (b) with this value of e, only 0.4o/o of the K+ 3 electrons escape detection 
in a potential path of 20 em. The theoreticallyepredicted R(X) is shown in 
Fig. 2. If we now integrate R(X) over the known potential path distribution 
for decay secondaries, we find that, overall, 90o/o of K+ 3 electrons is detected. 

e . . 

Now we turn to the question of bias introduced by our method of 
recognizing electrons. Firstly, any bias cannot be large, since our average 
detection efficiency is 90%. Secondly, the dependence of recognition prob
ability upon initial electron energy will be slight because of the severe flue
tu_ftions in energy loss caused by the shower process. Finally, many of our 
Ke 3 conclusions are based solely on the TTo momentum spectrum, which is 
affected only indirectly by biases in electron energy. 

5. Energy Dependence of y-Ray Conversion Probability 

The conversion probability for a y ray•increases withy-ray energy 
(see Fig. 3}. Therefore high-energy TTo' s have a slightly greater chance of 
producing two electron pairs than do low-energy TT 0 ' s. This effect can be 
estimated by calculating the probability that a rrll will produce two electron 
pairs within a constant potential path of 10 em, since w_e know that TTo decay 
occurs isotropically in the center of rriass and that the mean conversion 
length depends on y energy. If this probability is calculated one finds that 
this bias reflects itself in a bias in A (see Eq. 2a), so that A appears less 
than it really is. The amount of the shift is 

1'· 

.. 
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Fig. 2. Theoretical electron recognltion probability, R(X), 
for l:\t3 de~ays vs X. 
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which we shall see is small compared to our statistical uncertainty. 

6. · K! 3 Decays in Flight 

A further bias in obtaining a 1r
0 momentum-distribution character

istic of K~3 decays at rest comes from the inclusion. of decays in fl!J~ht. A 
K+ decaying in flight with a short residual range (~ 3 ern) cannot be dis
tinguished in scanning from a decay at rest. Knowing the' moderation time 
as a function of residual range, we can estimate that about 2. 5% of.the events 
we call decays at .rest in sc;,mning are decays in flight, with momenta near 
225 MeV/c; this.rneansthat in collecting 216 K~ 3 decays at rest, we will also 
get about 5 K~ 3 decays in flight. Some of these. will be kinerpatically recog
nizable· because the angle between the two y-ray pairs will be less .than the 
minimum possible (61. 2 de g) from thehighest energy ·-rf (265-MeV total 
energy) that can be pr9duced from a k~ 3 decay at rest; in fatt, two such 
events were found. This leaves about three cornpletelyunrecogni:Zed K~ 3 
decays in flight in our sample of 216; while this does constitute a bias,· it is 
negligible cornpared.to the inherent statistical err'or. Our K~3 data is 
summarized in Appendix II. 

l. ·Geometric Criteria 

+ All the georne~r.ic criteria applied t~ K+ 3 decays were also applied 
to Kf.L~ decay~. In add1t1on, the ~+ wa~ reqmrea to have a range greater than 
1 ern 1I1 order to prevent confuswn w1th K~ 3 decay. 

2. Kinematic Analysis 

The goal of the kinematic analysis of Kt3 decay is to obtain values 
of P and () (or more convenient; P and E ) for each event, so .that the ex
perimental distributions of these quantitief canbe compared with the various 
theoretical predictions. : We ary able to reconstruct kinematically each K+ 3 
event if we impose the restriction that the f.L+ stop .. The details of the reY 
construction program will be found in Appendix I,· but a brief outline will be 
given here.. · 

First, it is clear that a reconstruction can be made; there are eight 
unknowns in the problem: 

-+ p 
I the neutrino momentum 3 

'II 
-+ p 

I the pion momentum 3 .. 

E yl' E '12; the y-ray energies 2 

total 8 
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and there are eight equations: 
+ ·. '· . . 

conservation -laws at the K -decay vertex 4 

conservation laws at the tr 0 -decay vertex 4 

total 8 

There is, however, one qualification. _The reconstructi~n is double-valued; 
in particular, :there are two 'Ti 0 momenta predicted and two setsof y.:..ray 
energies. The f.l+ total energy. directly determined from the range, is of 
course the same for both solutions. Frequently the two sets of y-ray ener- _ 
gies differ greatly; e. g .• EyJ = 40 MeV. E'/2 = 160 MeV for one solution, and 

- E:yl = 150 ~eV~ ~y2 = 30 Me-v for the othe_r.- In these cases a crude mea_sure · 
of the total 10n1Z1Iig path length and potential path for the two electron paus 
will allow one to pick the correct solution.- In about one-third of the events, 
however, the solutions either differ very little in predicted y energies, or 
the available pair potential p'aths are too small to enable oneto choose reliably 
the correct solution. In these cases we ha:ve chosen.to average the two TT 0 

momenta. The' error thus incurred is seldom much larger than the errors 
arising from measurement inaccuracies. The uncertainty in Jl momenta 
due to both measurement error and averaging the two solutions when nee
essary, averaged over all events, is about 8 MeV/ c. 

It should be pointed out that not just any geometric configuration will 
permit a physically meaningful reconstruction. This follows from the fact 
that,, in the reconstruction, one has to _solve a quadratic equation for the 
square qf the pion velocity~ If the discriminant of this equation is positive, 
one gets two 'solutions,. as discussed above. If. on the other hand, .the dis-

- criminant is negative, then one obtains complex pion velocities, i.e .• no 
solutions. Because of measurement error, a real K+ 3 decay at rest may 
fail to yield real pion velocities when kinematic recon~truction is attempted. 
To avoid ''losing" real events for this reason, the reconstruction program 
calculates an expected error in the discriminant du~ to measuring inaccura-

-cies.- If a particular set of coordinat;es can be found differing from the 
measured ones by not more than a couple of standard deviations. such that 
the discriminant is positive, then the event is kept as real.- This happened 
for six of the 76' K+ 3 events reported here.- This is not unexpected when 
one notes that for lfi events whose nominal coordinates yielded real tr 0 

velocities, some reasonable perturbation of the nominal coordinates yielded 
complex velocities. 

By means of this kinematic analysis one can. derive a sample of K+ 
decays, each with a stopping secondary and two electron pairs, and each of 
which "passes" the K+ 3 reconstruction program, i.e .• is assigned real 
tr

0 momenta. This b/no means constitutes a pure sample. of K+ 3 decays. 
We now proceed to discuss a number of sources of contaminatioli. 
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3. T 1 Contamination 

The major source of contamination in our uncorrected data is 
r' {K+ - tr+ + 1r 0 + 1r 0 ) decays in which two out o.f the four y rays conve.rt. 
The 1T+ from T 1 decay almost invariably stops in the chamber, since its 
maximum range is only 8.2 ern. These stopping tt+• s cannot be reliably 
recognized by their characteristic 1T+ :..p.+·,e·f_decay chain, since the range 
of the intermediate 1-l+ is only 1. 3 rnrn. 

Since 2:..y T 1 events cannot be distinguished from Kt3 events by 
scanning, we must seek some kinematic method of separat10n. As an aid to 
solving this problem, we generated 810 Monte .Carlo T 1 events. We assumed 
that phase space determines their decay configuration, ahd based their dis-
tribution throughout cthe chamber on the experimentally measured distri
bution of K+ -_fecay points. The 112 Monte Carlo events for which the T 1 

simulated K 3 decay--i.e., had two y' s converting--were then proce.ssed 
by the K~3 rf'construction program. It was found that 27 events had sec
ondary ranges le.ss than 1 ern; these events were discarded immediately. 
About one -;third of the remainder failed to give any real 1r

0 momenta, i. e., 
gave negative discriminants. About two -thirds did give real solutions. These 
would predict a contribution of about 20 events to our experimental K+ 3 
sample, if no further restrictions were imposed .. When these Monte &'arlo 
events were examined, it was found that the distribution of the calculated 

1 cosine of the center-of-mass decay angle of the 1r 0 ,(cos8*) was not isotropic, 
as one would expect for real K+ 3 events, but peaked strongly: near ±1. This 
is shown in Fig. 4, where we lave plotted the value of cose* associated with 
each of the two solutions for those Monte Carlo T 1 events whose nominal 
coordinates "passed" the K~3 program .. Each ]v1onte Carlo event is repre
sented. twice in the histogram- -once with cos e ... < 0 (one solution) an4 once 
with cose* > 0 (other solution). It is clear .that if we discard K+ decays 
whose secondary stops with a range less than 8.2 ern and for which I cose* I 
is calculated .to be larger than 0. 7, we will eliminate nearly all 7' 1

' events 
and rather few Kt 3 events (30% of those Kt3' s with 1-l+ range less than 
8. 2 ern).· Of the 112 Monte Carlo 7" 1 2-y events,· 

and 

8 events passed all K:3 criteria, 

29.5 events failed the K~3 reconstruction program, 

-47.5 events passed the K+ 3 reconstruction program but 
... jJ. 

had I cos e·" I > o. 7, 

27 events had secondary range < 1 ern. 

112 

Fractional events arise from, events that nearly but do not quite pass, or 
have one solution with I cose ·~I > 0. 7, the other with I cosrJ'f.l < 0. 7, etc. 
Using the known 7" 1 branching ratio, the probability that two of the four 
y' s convert, and the above results, one can calculate that our final sample 
of 76 K!3 decays contains about 3 T 1 decays. 
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4. · K+. Contamination 
n2 
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. ; -· ;: 

.. A second source of contamination (which can bias the n ° momentum 
distribution)' is K~2 ·~vents' in which'both 'Y' s· convertand in which then+ 
undergoes an uhdetecited•nuclear interaction or decay in'flight, causing it· 
to' stop in less than ·the 'charaG-t~ristic· range ~oL2:3. s.· em. Since. about-one out 
of every seven n+'·s from K;z: -decay un4eigoes a nuclear- interaction detectable 
at th: scanr~ihg tab~e,. ~-o~e ·s~allfractio:n may undergo-a s_mall'-angle rrong,-

., less melastlc nuclear Interaction that causes .. the;,event to .simulate a KI-L3 · 
decay;' 

'.) ~ 

· · We can .checik:whether,this happens frequently by subjecting each K+ 3 
cahdidate to the Jollowing kinernatici chec;ks appropriate to the K!2 decay at 
rest~ · ·· · 

'' 
'.'• i 

1. The plane defined by the two-y momentum; vectors must also. con
tain.the charged secondary, within measurement errors. 

2. · The magnitude of the n° momentum, derived dram~ the tw.o measured 
.. y directions and. the n° direction, which is assumed opposite to that of the 
charged secondary,, must equal 205 MeV I c~ {the value expected for the n° in a 
Kt1r2 decay at rest) within measurement errors. 

Of the 76 finally accepted K+ 3 candidates, ·la passed the kinematic tests for 
. a K! 2 decay at rest (except tf course. for not having a 23. 5-cm range). To 
see how many real Kt3 events one would expeCt to pass K~2 decay at rest 
kinei?atics, we generated 2,000 Monte Carlo. Kt3 events using a~froximately 
the fmal values of A, B, A., and X.', and subJected these to the Kn2 tests. It 
was found that; about 8% of accepted K~3 1 s pass K+ 2 kinematics; i. e. , we 
would expect six in our sample of 76. YThus we est1mat~ .that perhaps 4± 3 
events in our final sample might be K~2 decays at rest. 

5..- Decays in Flight 
~ '' ... 

Another··possible source-.6.£ contamination is K!2 decays in flight. The 
K+ 2 decay mode represents about 19% of all K+ decays. 1 3 As discussed· 
elr!ier, about 2. 5% of all K+ decays which we call decays at rest are in fact r 

decays in flight;. usuall+ with.Kt momenta near 225. MeV/ c. · To esti:rnate how 
many would simulate K 3' s- we generated a number of artificial K! 2 decays 
in flight, ehodsing the JLecay:eonfiguration and y-.co.nver.sion points by a Monte 

. Carlo proces-s, and ba_sing·the decay points on :a representative sample of 
measured K+ decays. · We found that 0. 9% of all K!2 decays in flight at 
200 MeV I c,could be successfully re.constructed as K+ 3 decays at rest. 
Using the abo:Ve figures and the fact that we scanned a fatal of about 10,800 K+ 
~ecay~, one .ca~ est~mat~.that our sample .()f 76 K~3 decays contains less than 
one K 1r2 decay 1n fhght.. . ··" . ... · - ·'. -.~ ·• · 

. .. . _,A sii?ilar ~rgu~ent .. can be .applied to the_ ~t3 decay-in-~ligh~ contam
lnahon. Using the 2. 5.% estimate for the probability of a decay In fhght, we 
might expect about two K+ 3 decays in flight' in a sample of 76 accepted decays 
at res.t. These·~~3 decats in fl~~t :will,t~;nci.to have h~gher laborato~y 1-1+ 
energies (and hence less probability of stoppmg) and higher laboratory n° 
momenta (and hence a chance of completely failing the K+l-1 3 reconstruction 
program), Thus the actual contamination may be considerably less than two 
events; .in any case, it is negligible. 
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6. Rare Decay-Mode Contamination 

We have not made an exhaustive examination ofthe pqssibility that 
some of our alleged K+ 3 events may actually· be examples of unq.sualK+ · 
decays. One possibili~y that co:t;nes to mind, however, is K+ -+ lT+ + 1r

0 + y. 
In the sample of K decays that produced 76 K~3 1 ~. we found one E;!Xample of 
an event with a long stopping secon,dary (R = t·r.6 em) and three electron 
pairs which passed the kinematic tests .appropriate to the lT+lTo'Y mode. For 
every one of this· type we might expect roughly two with only two electron 
pairs appearing, whic;:h could appear as another source of contamination in .. 
our K+ 3 sample.· The frequency of this rare dec(ly mode is propably not as 
high afthis sin,gle possible eve.nt would indicate, however; a ~ur~ory exam
ination of about 50,000 more K+ decays failed to turn-up any more cases .with 
three electron pairs aJ1.d a stopping secondary whose range was greater than 
that allowed in r' decay, i. e. , 8. 2 em. Thus the contamination from this 
source is probably negligible; 

We can now summarize our sources of contamination in our sample 
of 76 alleged K+ 3 events as f.l . 

'T f •. decays :;::: 3.- .. ~ 

K+ 
11'2 decay~ at rest ~ 4, 

K+ 
-lT2 

decays in flight < 1, 

·+ 
Kf.L3 decays in flight < 2, 

and 
lT+ 1r 0 y decays ::::::_,0. 

Our final criteria that produced these 76 events are 

+ a .. the K decay had to occur more than 5 em from the chamber 
boundaries, 

b. the secondary had.to stop without a visible inter(lction, 

c. .foth y rays had to convert into electron pairs more tha_n 3 mm 
from the K decay and more than 2 em. from the chamber boundanes, 

d. ' the secondary range had to be greater than 1 em, 

e. the reconstruction program had to assign, real momenta to the 
either for the measured coordinates or reason,able perturbation,s thereof, 

f. if the secondary r~nge was less th<l;n 8.2 em, 
less than 0. 7 for the chosen solution. 

The data are summarized in Appe~dix III. 

* I cosO I had to be 
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III.., ANALYSIS OF DA'T A 

The present background of experimental and theoretical work has 
raised a number of questions that the study of the three -body leptonic modes 
of the K+ is particularly well-suited.t() answer; Among the more important 
questions are 

a.· Of the various types of couplings--V, S, andT-..,is there one 
specific coupling that describes 6.S f 0 interactions? (TheV -A coupling 
seems .to be correct for ~S = 0 processes.) 

b~ - Does }J.-e universality apply to 6.5 f 0 reactions as. we'll as to 
6.~ = 0 reactions; L e. , are the fl. and e coupled with equal strengths in 
K decays? · ._ . · · · 

c. What are the strengths ofthe form factors (coupling constants)? 
How do the strengths depend upon the pion momentum? 

6
. + 

We will try to answer these questions by using the samples of 21 __ Ke 3 decays 
and of 76 Kt3 decays. 

These two samples have been collected by using quite different se
lection criteria, because different sets of quantities are measured in the two 
de'cay modes. (See Sec, II-C and II-D. ) For this reason, the analyses used 
on the two decay modes are quite different and will be discussed separately. 

The most general description oLthree-body leptonic K-meson decay 
involves V, S, and T couplings (for pseudoscalar K), and also possible · 
interference terms between these couplings.- With the limited data available, 
we cannot investigate in detailthe full range of possible coupling combinations. 
Instead,. we will investigate only the pure co':lplings, V, S, and T. Until it 
can be shown that fl.-e universality is true for K+ decays, we will affix a 
subscript e or j.LtO all quantities which in principle can be different in the 
K + . -d·K+ d • 

113 an e 3 ecays. 

The decay distributions for V, S, and T for K! 3 decay are given in 
Eqs. (la), (lb), and (lc). Since _the electron mass is very small compared 

. with other quantities occurring in t_fe equations, all terms involving mL 
may be neglected for the c;;tse of K 3 decay, and to this approximation, we 
find that the distribution is not chafiged if e is taken to be the angle between 
the e + and iT~ instead of between the v and iTo. We will use this fact in the 
analysis. 

We can not measure the enE;Jrgy of the secondary electron .or the . 
energies of the y rays iri xenon (except very crudely). Therefore, there is 
not enough measured. information to reconstr.uct kinematically ;the K! 3 decay. To study the ir0 spectrum and (,. 0 , _e) angular correlatwns .. _ 
predicted by Eqs. (1),. we have instead investigated the distributions of two 
quantities closely correlated with those occurring in the theoretical dis
tributions: 
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L The angle <j>, the '~opening angle' 1 between the directions _ 
of the tw9 y;.,rays, , is a good statistical measure of the rP momentum. 
Tl.1.is is evident from Fig. 5, where the shapes of the TI

0 spectra for V, S, 
and T are comp<;tred with corresponding shapes for the distributions of -<j>. 
An average measurement error of 2 deg has been folded ·into. the .<j> dis
tribution. It is seen that the shapes of the distributions of B and <j>. are · 
rem.arkably similar for any of the couplings shown, and there is not a very 
large "washout' 1 due to the uncertainty, of the decay angle in the TI

0 decay. 

2. The 'ITo -e + angular corre.lations. were studied indirectly by me as
uring the distribution, of the angle ()1 between the direction of the e + and the 
direction of the bisector .of <j>. The distribution of ()1 is a close approximation 
to the distribution of e, anc:i is particularly relevant to the discrimination 
between the various possible couplings. The quantities <j> and 8 1 have the 
advantages that they can be measured readily and still retain most of the 
information a,vailable from.the corresponding quantities 1? and 8 in the theo
retical distribution. 

1. Distribution of <j> 

For a given momentum, P, the <j> distribution is given by 

m 2 cot <I> c s c <I> d<j> . 
'IT 2 2 ·, 

h(<j> )d<j> = 
2p(E 2 ; 2<j> .. 2)1/2, 

Sln -- m 2 . 'IT. 

(6) 

!or the distributi?n of <j> resulting).from the. pion spectra, we fold Eq. (6) 
1nto Eq·s; (l) and 1ntegrate out the p10n momentum, which is not· observable. 
Thus we have · · · ' ' 

Hce
1 

(<j>, X.e' )_d<j> = ..!_ m 
2 

cot <j> c s c <j> d<j> 
2 'IT 2 . 2 

(7) 

where Fi(p~8) ar~ the distributions from Eqs. (1),· with i = V, S, or T; and 
P max = e 228.5 MeV/ c. The allowed kinematic ·limits on the range of .<1> are 
61 to 180 deg. 

The data were compared with the V, S, and T distributions, under 
the assumption that the form factors are constant. This is motivated by the 
theoretical expectation that the energy variation of the form factor~ is 'ex
pected to be small. The ·distributions of <j> resulting from V, S, and T 
couplings with constant form factors are 
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Fig. Sa. Pion momentum spectra for the various couplings. 
Constant form factors are assumed. 
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scalar: 
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MKmfr lj d<j>; 2 . 2 
MK +mTr 

tHen;o(::)d"-' = .!- .. f 2m 4 (· + m~ :.) c~t <I> esc. 2 <I> [I -I -2 
e 'I' '~'· ::> T Tr · ·· · · · 2 2 2 0 

MK .. 

_.M ..... 2K_m_._Tr....,.·. 2.- (.I 3 - I.l )] d<j>; 

MK+mTr 

where 

. IX max 

In:= cscP t= . 
. 1 

where X max 
m 

'IT 

. <I> s1n 2 . 

The average measurement error of 2 deg was folded into these distributions 
and compared with the observed distribution for <j>. The result is shown in 
Fig. 5 and in the following table of x 2 probabilities. 

Table I. Goodness of fit of <j> to V, S, and T distributions, Ke+3 

Coupling 

Vector 

Scalar 

Tensor 

Degrees of freedom 

12. 

12 

12 

2 
X 

:.1!0 .. 5 

2~5,.0 

'59&] 

x 2 
probability 

(%) 

55.J 

< 0.1 

<!Q~ 1 

We conclude that scalar and tensor couplings are ruled out; the data agree 
quite well with vector coupling, for the case of constant form faCtors. 

2. Distribution of 8' 

If an arbitrary energy variation of the form factors is allowed, one 
can always fit the data by a theoretical distribution for <j> based on any of the 
couplings •. though it would require a very large yariation in the case of 
scalar coupling. For the angular dis.tribution in 8' , however.; a test can be 
made which is independent ofpossible' energy variation. This can be done 
by requiring the form factors to have an energy depen(jence such that. the 
resulting <j> distribution agrees with the observed data .. The form factors are 
then fixed, within the ~tatistical accuracy of the data, and the resulting 
angular correlations provide an absolute test ofthe various couplings. 
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Because of the mathematical difficulty of folding in the distribution 
of the bisector of cp to obtainthe distribution of e• , ;re have used instead 
a Monte Carlo procedure, whereby a group of 1200 Ke3 decays were gener-

. ated, for each of the V, S, and T couplings and compared with the observed 
. data .. The_ three groups of events were all made with the tr 0 ·momentum -
spectrum resulting from V coupling with a constant form factor, but withthe 
angular distribution of. (J appropriate to V, S, or T. This guarantees that 

_.the Monte Carlo events have a distribution in cp agreeing with the observed 
distribution, since the vector hypothesis was shown to give good agreement 
in the previous section.· For each group of .1200 events, the distributions 
of the angle 8' are plotted in the form of histograms and compared with- the 
observed distribution (see Fig. 6 ). · It .is evident that tensor coupling can be 
ruled out, but .scalar can not.· We find the agreement with.the data, expressed 

. in the form of X 2 tests, shown in Table II. 

Table U. Goodness of fit of cosO' to r_rodified V, S, and T distributions 
for Ke3 . 

Coupling Degrees of freedom 
2 2 

probability X X 
(%) 

Vector 9 8.1 50 

Scalar 10 14.7 15 

Tensor 11 61.,2 <. 0.1 

From these results we can conclude the following:, ·· 

1. · The data are consistent with the vector:..~oupling hypothesis. 
Within statistical accuracy, the form factor fy may be constant.· Limits 
upon the energy variation of fy will be computed in the following discussion. 

2. · . The data disagree with the tensor-coupling hypothesis for any 
choice of form factor. 

3. · If the scalar .form facto~ is. assumed to be slowly va~ying 2 the 
data disagree withthe scalar hypothesis, but. scalar coupling with a highly 
energy-dependent form factor cannot be ruled out. 

3. · Determination of A. 
.e 

The previous discussion provides strong evidence that the correct 
form of coupling. is vector.- We riow assume, this to be true and compute the 
limits upon the energy variation of the form factor. consistent with a good 
fit.to· the observed-~ distribution. s Equation (7) for veetor>coupling, is 
integrated :With the result · - · · -. - · · ·· . . · · 

( ·'·'· •' 
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Fig. 6. Comparison between experimental and Monte Carlo 
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direction and the bisector of the angle <j> ). The histogram 
represents the Monte Carlo results. The black circles with 
error flags represent our data. 
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- 4MK"'~\e [ m! + \e (M~ + m!>] [I3 (<j>) - II (<j>)] + 4M~ m! \e 
2 

[ I4 (<j>) "I2 (<j>l} </<j>, 

{8) 

where N (A. ) is a normalization factor defined by the relation e e 

Jpmax 1+1 V 
A 

2
N (A. } = F (P~ 8}dcos8d:P ~ e e e e · 

0 1 

{9} 

and ID' .... I 4 are as defined previously. An explicit evaluation of Ne (A.e) 
may oe found in Appendix IV. Equation (8} is a function of the single 
experimentally observed variable <j> and the parameter A. to be determined. 
The value of A.e was found by the maximum likelihood pr~cedure--by using 
a computer to calculate the logarithm of the likelihood from the data of 
216 events: 216 

£nL(A.e' <1>1~.: .. ~ <1>216} = L £n H~ (<l>i~ A.e). 

i= 1 

In Fig. 7, £nL is plotted vs A. . The value found for A. is 0. 034 ± 0. 045, 
where the errors represent oh~-standard-deviation lim1ts .. A small correc
tion must be made to A. . for the y-ray energy dependence of conversion 
efficiency, which tendseto increase the probability of observing both elec
tron pairs for pions of higher energy .. The corrected value is then 

A. = +0. 038 ± 0. 045: 
e 

The constant A appearing in Eq. (2a) may now be found, It is re
lated to the strength o.fthe coupling between baryoh and lepton currents,· and 
will be compared with the corresponding constant for the K+ 3 decay, Afl; 
to test whether the muon and electron have equal coupling s~rengths, i.e., 
to test "fl-e universality. 11 We find A by integrating Eq, (1} over the range 
of e and 1? and equating the result t~the kn~wn K~ 3 rate, R(K+ 3), which 
is known experimentally to be (4.1 ± 0. 4) X 10 /sec. From Eq. (9) we find 

R(K+
3

) = A 2N (A. ). 
e e e e 

Since the K+ 3 rate depends only on A. and A , then A may be considered as 
a function ol A. . This dependence ise shown 1n Fig. 8~ However,. the value 
for A.e quoted Jbove is dete~mined solely from the shape of the pion spectrum 
and may be used to determine 

A = (7.0±0.8) 
e 

-2 -2 . -1/2 
X 10 MeV sec . 
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A vsX for 217 K 83 decays 
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Fig. 8. Relation between A and A.. Horizontal solid and dashed 
curves are for nominal K+ 3 rate and one-standard-deviation 
variation in rate. Vertic~l solid and dashed curves are for 
nominal A. and one- standard-deviation variation in A., as 
determined experimentally from the K~ 3 Tr

0 momentum 
spectrum. 
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The error on Ae is due partly to_the precision with which the K+ 3 rate is . 
. known and part! y .to the determination of ~ .. The relative infl~ence -of· 
these factors is also shown in Fig. 8 by th: dashed lines representing one-

. standard-deviation limits. · 

B. · Distribution Functions for K!3 Data 

In the K+ 3 decay, the decay kinematics for each event can be. com
pletely reconstfucted if the muon .stops in the chamber .. However, there are 
several modifications that must be made in the theoretical distribution for 
the following r~aso.ns: (a)+ the xenon chamber is not large enough to stop t~e _ 
muon secondanes m.all K 3 decays .. About half of all ofthe Kf 3 decays w1ll 
produce·a muon of low eno't.gh energy that it will stop in'the xeA"on. · (b) When 
the secondary range is 'lessthan about 1 em, . the identification of.the decay 
mode is ambiguous for ·certain events» andthe range cannot· be measured 
accurately. · Therefore,. the sample has been restricted~to events having 
secondary ranges ·greater than L em. (c) There is some contamination from 
7' 1 events when two of the four yrays convert. The criteria used for re-

. dudng .this contamination are discussed in Sec. II. D. 3, and require the 
elimination of K+ 3 events when the rriuon range is less than 8.2 em and e*, 
the center-of-m&s decay angle for the 'TTo; satisfies the _relation I cos ·rf I> 0. 7. 

. . 

In. order to modify the K+ 3 distributionfunctions to allow for these 
. effects, the distributions in. (P, f-Lcos8) given in Eqs.- (la), (lb), and (lc), 
were transformed to dis~ributions in (P, Ef-L) by the relation 

·· W2 -~ 2 W E + m 2 + p 2 

cos() = - 1-L fJ.' 

2P(W - E ) 
. . . fJ. 

The new distributions before modification are: 

vector coupling: 

v p{[ 2 . G (P. E )dP dE = 2 - -4 E · + 4WE -
. . fJ. fJ. E fJ. fJ. 

. . . 

2 2 
m m 

+ 4 J (W - E )f g + _1-1_ 
. fJ. VV M2 

2 2 2 2} (W -. P - m ) g dP dE 
. fJ. v fJ. 

(1 Oa) 

scalar coupling: .·. 

2P 
= "'E 

2 2 2 2 . 
f
5 

· (W - P - m )dP dE 
. fJ. fJ. 

. (lOb) 
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tensor coupling: 

2P 

M 
2

E 
K 

2 .· 2' 
- p - m ) 

f.1. 

These distributions have. two convenient features:. (1) only one of 

(lOc) 

the variables, P,, depends upon the kinematic reconstruction, and the other, 
Ew .is a directly measured quantity; (2.) the effect of the corrections can now 
easily be incorporated into the distribution by multiplying Eqs. _(lOa). (1 Ob). 
and (~Oc) by D(E.IJ.). the a priori probabili~y. of observing an event with a 
stopp1ng muon of energy E . - The probab1hty.D(E ) was constructed as 
follows: 1. f.1. f.1. 

~a) A distribution of potential path lengths available to the secondary 
was found from measurement of the decay point and direction ofthe secondary 
in about 250 representative K+ -decay events. From this the basic geometric 
cutoff function, nu (E. ), for the range of stopping muons was found .. This is 

h . F. 9 f.1. . s own 1n 1g. . . . ._ . . 

xos. 1 M~J~~T~~~~~~i~~-fl <~~~~w:l~;:::;;:~:!~ftt~~f~~~~~~~:i;:~:rse 
< 1 em. 

«c) The function Dg (E ) was further modified by a decrease to 0.70 
of its initial value in the inte:J:t..al 120 MeV ~ E· ·. ~ 152 MeV to allow for events 
with I cose* I > 0. 7 di-scarded to remove. Tu co!itaminatio~. · (See Sec. II. D. 3) 

· The form of _the re suiting distribution, D(E ). is shown .in Fig. l 0. 
The final distribution in(P. E ) for events observedf.l. satisfying the criteria 
imposed is found by multiplyfng D (Ef.l.) by each of the Eqs. (1 0). 

C. Analysis of K~3 _Data - Universality Test 

1.- Evidence against S and T 

The various coupling hypotheses can be tested by comparison of the 
K~3 data with the predictions of the distri~ut~on sh~pes. Since the form 
factors are not expected to have much vanatlon w1th lT energy, we assume 
.they are constant for the present. This assumption turns out to be compatible 
with the experimental results for.the case of vector coupling. · One conven
ient form in which-to express the result is by means of the X 2 probability 

. that the data fit the predictions for (1) the 1r 0 momentum spectrum, and_ (2) 
the f.l.+ energy spectrum. Table III gives the results ofthese X 2 tests. 
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of A and Ae are determined and can be compared. These determinations 
werfmade by using the maximum..,.likelihood procedure.·· .. The likelihood.·. 
function, L, is expressed by: · 

[R -R(A.,A.' ,A /A', B./A ] 2 

.lnL(P.,E .;A., A /A, A.', B /A-)= L' 
1 fJ.l e f! f! f! f! 

exp f! e · f! f!· .. f! • ., 
2 (b.R )2 

where 
.. 76 

L' = I 
i= 1 

exp 

(11)' 

·in[ N (A., A.', ·B ·./A)]. -l D(E .)G.V(P., E .; A., A.', ,B /~ ), 
jJ. . jJ. . .. jJ. . jJ. . . f!l jJ. 1 . f!l _/ jJ. ·. . jJ. . . jJ. . 

'' . . : ' •'. . : ·.... , .. 

(

K+ 
3 

decay rate.)., 
R = __ e~----------

exp . K+ deca rate . . · 
·.· . · f!3 Y . e:x:penmental 

R = ( :--:-~-:-:-:-:-:-:-· -,-:-::-:-) the~retical = ~: r N (A.) 
e 

' 
Nf!(A.,:A.'fl; ~f!/Af!). 

! J~ 

(12) 

J
E P (E ) 

IJ.max max f! 

A 
2

N (A., A.', B./A)= t. . . D(E )Gv(P,.E ;A., A.', B /A }dP dE , jJ. jJ. jJ. jJ. jJ. jJ. jJ. . jJ. jJ. jJ. jJ. jJ. 

. • . rri . •· P .. (E ) 
.· · . JJ. . m1n . f! . 

and N v (A., A.' , B /A ) is a normalization factor for vector coupling, depending 
only df>on d:ha:rn.l'berf!geometry and the masses ofthe particles involved. An 
explicit evaluation of Nf:l can be fourid in Appendix IV. The first term in 
Eq. (11), L', represents the likelihood based entirely upon the shape ofthe 
(P, .Ef!) distribution, wh'i_le; the second t.erm imposes the constraint u~on the 
ratw A 1/ Ae that t~e ratw o~·the e~:penmentally observed K! 3 and Kf! 3 rates 
be equal to the ratw deterrrnned by the parameters A. = A.e = A. , A.' , and 
-~!J.~ Af!.; · It turns out that the .~atio Af:l/ Ae is nearly independenf off!A.f! and 

jJ. A 
·· .;...l:_ · = L 07 ±; o: 18~ 

A 
e 
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Table III. x 2 
probability of fit to S, T distributions, K:3 

__;_ __ __;'TT ___ s_,p!o._e_·_c_t_r~E-2----.::.·----
·,~·.z. 

Degrees of 2 probability 
Coupling freedom ("I ) _ _x_ '/0 

Scalar 5 81 < 0.1 

Tensor 4 7.9 9 

IJ.+ 

Degrees of 
freedom 

3 

4 

spectrum 

2 _x_. 

10.6 

10.4 

2 
probgbility 

(o/o) 

.1.5 

4 

Scalar coupling can be ruled out for a constant (or slowly varying) form 
factor, while tensor coupling seems unlikely, but cannot be ruled out. If 
an arbitrary energy variation of the form factors is allowed, then either the 
S or T predictions can be made compatible with the K~3 data.· 

Using these tests and the much stronger evidence from the K! 3 data 
as a basis, we will eliminate from consideration the possibilities of scalar 
and tensor couplings. 

We will also give the X 
2 

probability of goodness-of-fit for the vector
coupling hypothesis, but here the procedure is somewhat more involved. 
While there was only one form factor in either the scalar or tensor distribu
tion, there are twq_ in the vector distribution, fy and gy. · Thus, for vector 
coupling, the distribution shape depends upon the ratio gy/fy, even if the 
form factors are constant, and to some degree the theory can be made to fit 
the data with an appropriate choice of gv./fy. However, if IJ..,.e universality 
is true, then the ratio of K+ 3 - and K+ 3 -decay rates can be used to determine 
gy/fy, independently of thf' aistribut1on shape.· Therefore, we will try first, 
to prove that our data are consistent with the hypothesis of ~J:-e universality, 
and if thi.f is found to be so, we will use this fact to find gy/fy from the 
known K 3 - and K +3 -decay rates .. Finally, we will test the compatibility of 
our data ewith the 5liape of the vector distribution by using the value of 
gy/fy found from the rates. ·· . 

2. Test of Universality 

In the following discussion, we assume that there may be a small 
energy variation of the form factors as expressed by Eqs.· (2). This way of 
expre-ssing the energy variation is compatible with the predictions of all 
present theoretical models with the exception of the conserved-vector
current hypothesis, which. will be discussed separately. 

With sufficient numbers of events, it is possible in princip,le to 
determine the decay parameters AIJ., B , A , and A' from the K~3 data. 
Of these, A and A can be compared ~th Jt and Ae,tJ.the corresponding 
quantities f~m K+ f decay, to test 1-1-e univeisality. However, the present 
sampl~ of Kt3 ev~nt~ is too sm~ll to make this possible. Instead, the 
follow1ng procedure 1s used. Fust .• we take A = A = A and allow both A 
and A11J. to take any fixed valu~· within thei~ per'iniss1ble range, _I AI. < o_. l. 
We then allow B~ AIJ. to vary m order to f1t the observed Kt,3 d1str1buhon 
shape as well as possible. From the Kt3 and K~ 3 decay rates, values . 
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The error quoted is due to statistical uncertainties both in the determination 
of the branching ratio, Rex_p• and in the (P, El-1) distribution, and also due to 
the finite range of values allowed for A and A1 • · This result was unchanged 
by small modifications in the distribution D (t ). 

1-1 

3. Best Values of A, B, and A from Combined Data 

We now assume 1-1-e universality to be valid because of the result of 
the pre:iou_s test, and we. can use both the K+ 3 and K! 3 data t~ fi~d th_e b~ st 
determinations ofthe variOUS parameters .. gince the K+ 3 distribution IS 
quite insensitive to the values of A and A1

, A1 cannot be fdt.nd with refsonable 
precision, and the determination of A is made exclusively from the Ke3 data. 
The value of A :: A = Ae is then also found from the K~ 3 decay rate by using 
~he value of A detefminea by the distribution shape .. The result, as dete:r;mined 
m Sec. IV. A. is A= +0.038± 0.045 and A= (7.0± 0.8)>< lo-2 Mev- 2 sec- 1/ 2. 
From the observed K 3 -to-Ke 3 branching ratio, we now find Bas a function 
of A1 by using Eq. (1 !}. · The result is double -valued, because of the quadratic 
equations involved. The dependence of Bon A1 is shown in Fig. 11 in the 
form of two allowed bands, bounded by the dashed curves, which represent 

. one-standard-deviation error limits in the K+ 3 decay rate. The solution for 
B near zero will henceforth be called Solutio!i 1, while the other, which is 
large and negative, wilL be called Solution 2; However, these two solutions 
do not both fit the shape of the (P, E) distribution. Solution 1 predicts the peak 
TT

0 _spectrum to be near high momentum and in the 1-1 + spectrum near low 
energy; for Solution. 2 the positions of the peaks are reversed- -the maxima 
occur at low TT 0 momentum and high muon energy. To decide which solution 
is correct, we used the likelihood function L 1 

, which is independent of the 
Kt3 and K~ 3 rates, but depe~dent upon the shape of the (P, E ) distribution 
as determined by Band A1

• By maximizing L 1
, we find B a~ a function of 

A 1
• This is also plotted in Fig. 11 in the form of an allowed band bounded by 

·the solid curves, which represent the error limits. Here we find that 
Solution 1 is quite compatible with this allowed band. Solution 2 is ruled 
out with a confidence exceeding 99. 9o/o, It is also clear from the curves 
that the value of A1 has little effect upon B for Solution 1, primarily because 
B is small; because of this, A1 cannot be determined. 

By combining the decay rates with the (P, E ) distribution, we. find 
a best value of B from the likelihood function. L, again assuming the values 
of A arid A from the k~ 3 analysis. The result is 

B = 1.6 X 10- 2 Mev- 2 sec- 1/ 2 . 

The errors in Bare (a) uncertainties from the Kt3 data, ± 2.4 X lo- 2 MeV- 2 sec l/2 , 
a1-d (b) uncertainties from the. K~ 3 ~ata due t? th~ determin~tio~s _of A and t~e 
Ke3 rate. The error due to (b) is displayed In Fig. 12. It IS difficult to as sign 
a single error to B because the various sources of uncertainty are strongly 
correlated. 
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The dashed curve shows the effect of varying the K~ 3 rate 
by one standard deviation; the dot -dash curve· shows the 
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4. Predictions of Theoretical Models 

The results of this analysis have been compared with the predictions 
of various theoretical models-- (1) conserved vector. current, (2) partially 
conserved current and S- or P-wave (K-;r) resonance, and (3) intermediate 
boson. The values predicted for B/ A lie in the range -0.2 to. -0.8, and the 
predictions for I A. I lie between 0 and 0. 08. · With the exception of the con-
served-vector-current hypothesis, our results are compatible with the 
predictions of all ofthese- models. 

The conserved-vector-current theory predicts a definite ratio qy/fy 
that is strongly energy-dependent 

(

gv) . . 

fv conser':'e~ current 

MKW 
--2-

q 

Since the distribution shape is exactly determined in this model, . .it can be 
compared with the K+ 3 data.- Such comparis'on shows that there· is less than 
2o/o x 2 probability o~ agreement. Furthermore, if jl.-e universality is 
assumed, the branching ratio is predicted to be 

= 0.38. 

This is -incompatible witl;. the observ,ed ratio 0.. 96 ± 0.15. 

D. Other Tests of gy/fy; Goodness of Fit: 

In the last section it was found. that_ the __ solution for gy/fy.from the 
K+ 3 and K+ 3 rates is doubl'e-valued. One of these solutions is near zero 
(~lution 1), and the other is large and negative (Solution 2). Solution 1 is 
quite compatible with the shape of the experimentally observed (P, E ) 
distribution, while the Solution 2 is strongly disfavored. - However,. gecause 
the experiment of Dobbs et al.. led to the choice of Solution 2 as being correct, 
it is worthwhile to make whatever additional tests are possible on our data to 
see how well they actually do fit the solution we have adopted, and to see if -
there might be difficulties that have thus far escaped our notice and could 
have led to the wrong choice for gy/fy. These tests are also intended to 
r~veal the extent to which. the choice is sen~iti.ve to contaminatio~ of the 
Kll- 3 sample and :to the procedure used for f1nd1ng the correct cho1ce of 
kinematic solution in the K!3 :reconstruction. 

1. Contaminat_ion Studies 

- -·. + ' ' ' ' ·-
Among _the known K -decay modes, only three can be sources of con-

tamination to the K~3 sample, viz. 7 1
, K+ , and,K+ 3. - The criteria for 

reducing contamination have already been;rJiscusse! in Sec. II. D. The 7 1 

contamination is larger than either of the other two, unless the kinematic 
restrictions discussed in Sec. II. D. 3 are adopted. The T' decays in the 
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sample c.ons:itut_e a bias in th~ direction of small. I gy/ fv I'. both fro~ the : 
energy d1stnbuhon of the char;ged secondary, wh1ch 1s obv10usly shifted to 
lower energies, and from the predicted '!To momenta, which seems.to occur 
mostly in the high-energy part of the spectrum when the r' -2y events are 
processed by the K+ 3 analysis-.. For these reasons, we calculated the '!T

0 · 

momentum spectra ~xpected in the intervals of E corresponding to the 
secondary ranges above and beloW the maxi~um tinge for the .r' for each of 
the two solutions, gv/fv.- This was done by integration of the predicted ... 
distributions over intervals in, P chosen to constitute meaningful X 2 tests. 
By comparing these predictions with the data, we can find how sensitively 
the choice depends upon the data in the r' range. The results of a x 2 test 
are found in Table IV. Thus, we see that nearly all the discrimination -
against Solution 2 comes from data that lies q_utside the r' region; There
fore we conclude that the choice of gv/fv is completely insensitive to the 
presence of r' events in the sample, and the presence of the few such events 
expected cannot alter the decision. 

2. · Studies of '!To Opening Angle Distribudon 

Another conceivable source of bias toward the incorrect choice is the : 
procedure described in Sec. IL D. 2 for resolving the ambiguity of kinematic 
solutions for P. Although it is difficult to believe that this method could have 
led to a wrong result, one can still make a test which will be independent of 
the choice of P for the decays.' This test consists of comparing the observed 
distribution of the opening ang~e. tp, between the two y-ray directions with 

_the predictions based on the two solutions. The distribution in 4> is found 
from the integration over the 'ITo spectrum of the distribution fo.r 4> at a given 
momentum P. · We obtain 

f
p =215 MeV/c 

max 

Hl-1 (<j>)d<j> = ! m'TT 
2 cot~ esc~ q<l> 

m'TT cot~ 
' . ' 2 . 2 J<P - ' ; .. 2 1/2 
P[E sm 2 -m'TT ]_· 

where g(P) is the 1r
0 momenturri spectrum found by ·multiplying Eq. (lOa) by 

D(E ) and integrating over E . Again, by integratil};g H (<j>) over suitable 
inte~vals of <j>, we obtain con~enient .. "bins" for a X . tes~ (see Table V). Here 
we see that Solution 1 fits the data reasonably well, while Solution 2 is very 
strongly ruled out. We conclude that Solution 1 is the correct choice, in
dependent of the procedure used for the kinematic reconstruction of the K+ 3 
decays. 1-l 

3. Goodness of Fit to the E Distribution. 1-l . 

We can also .test the E distribution against the two predictions .. Here 
again the data were subjecteM: th a X 2 test by integration of the predicted dis
tribution over suitable "bins!''tsee Table VI). We find that the data fit 
Solution 1 remarkably well, wnereas th,~y~are completely inconsistent with 
Solution 2. ' ·- ·-

::· 
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.6.P 
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~ .· fl 
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0.4 80 4.9 
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9 11.7 11.9 
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.6.<j> 
(de g) 

60 to 80 
80to 100 

100 to 120 
120 to 180 

.6.E 
jJ. 

(MeV) 

120 to 141 
140 to 160 
160 to 180 
180 to 200 

Observe.d 
number 

of 
·:·:events 

22 
29 
15 
10 

Qbser~ed 
·number. 

of .· 
~ .. eve·nts 

22 :, 
24 
23 

7 

Table V. · Goodness of.fit of <1> distribution, K;3 . 
. Solution 1 Solution 2 

Predicted x 2 · Predicted 
number of 2 probability number of 

events :.X (o/o) events 

16.6 
26.7 
17.2 
15.5 

4.6 20 

.. :9:.6 ... 
.~2'3.1 
20.3 
22.9 

Table VI. · Goodness offit of El-l distribution, K+ 3 
Jl. 

2 _x_ 

25.8 

x2 
probability 

(o/o) . . 

. < 0.1' 

So~ution ·1 
. Predicted . · 
number of 

x2 -
. pro babi}ity 

Solution 2 · ' 
-=p:-r-e-:d:-:-i-c-te__,.d"".:-"'---'-'---;__----'--X 2 --. -· ·. 

. events 

18.7 
23.8 
25.3 

8.2 

2 
X 

1.0 

' (%). 

80 

number of . probability 
2 

events x (o/q) . 

9.6 
21.7 
31.0 
i3. 7 

19.9 <·O.L 

._I, 

I 
w 
~ 
I. 
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From these various tests we find in each case that Solution 2 is 
strongly ruled out. · The conclusion cannot be affected by the presence of 
'7" 1 contamination, nor the procedure for picking .the correct P from the 
double-valued kinematic solutions. Furthe:r;more, we have seen that the 
goodness-of-fit tests are all in reasonable or good agreement with Solution 
1. 

F. · Discussion of Results and Summary 

We find from the K! 3 analysis that. pure vector coupling agrees well 
with the data, whereas tensor coupling can be ruled out for any energy varia
tion of the form factor {from the 1r-e angular distribution). Scalar coupling 
can also be ruled out:. providing there is not a very large energy variation 

. of the form factor. Such variation would contradict all theoretical models 
presently considered .. From the K+ 3 ,data, we find that there is good agr~e
ment with vector coupling. Howevefio·, scalar coupling can only be ruled out 
if the form factor is constant or slowly varying, while tensor cannot be ruled 
out for even a consta1;1t form factor. However, the K! 3 data provide good . 
e':fidence that sc.alar and t~nsor ~oupling cannot .be present, and bot.h !<!3 and. 
K~3 data are qu1te c~mpatlble w1th vector couplmg. Furthermore 1t 1s true . 
tHat the data support the hypothesis of f.L-e universality for vector coupling.· 

. The disagre·ement with the conclusions of Dobb~ et .aL cannot be unde-r
stood on. the basis of any internal inconsistency in the present data.· More
over, the various tests and checks which have 'been made seem only to 
corroborate the solution for gv/fv that we have foundo' 

Certain theore~ical models predict the range of values that can be taken 
by B/ A and X., which are parameters of theoretical interest that can be. fomi.d 
in this experiment. · ';['he range of values predicted for B/ A lies between about 
-0.2 and -0. 8, except for the conserved-vector theory, which we can rule out. 
This range of values is in reasonable agreement with the value we have found 
.from the (P, ~ ) distribution. alone ~+0. 3 :t: 0. 5 ), and is a little lower than the 
val~e we o.btad~ from the rat10 of K 3 _ and K~ 3 decay rates(fOA8± 0.39), tho.ugh 
not 1ncons1stent over part of the rafige. ·.The value found for X. (0. 04 ± 0. 04) 1s 
also not inconsistent with the. rang~ of X. ·predicted by the theories (0:::; A.:::; 0.08). 
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APf>ENDIX I. 

Table of Individual Events in the. K! 3 Sample 

Event <t>/2 
. cos8' b 

Event <t>/2 
number (¢eg}a number· (de g) cos8' 

29147 . 35.3 -0.71090 38517 52.4 -0.51446 
1167 70.6 +0.30614 38535 . 39.8 -0.93967 
6171 39.4 -0.81648 3860 56.7 +0.01932 

28222 47.9 -0.20250 3922 37.5 -0.51059 
28346 37.0 -0.73084 25471 43.7 -0.7 5439 

28275 68.8 -0.20503 . 38456 42.4 -0.67612 
35389 32.0 -0.96813 .. 28271 45.8 -0.24807 
35367 47.6 -0.48491 28333 34.5 -0.94636 

1236 34.4 -0.98078 .·. 28339 38.1 -0.84994 
20030 39.2 -0.74145 3243 59.1 -0.81617 

20100 54.0 -0.7 5146 385os· 61.1 -0.81087 
28616 32.7 +0.27198 5305 37.0 -0.61961 
39670 41.2 -0.21207 33678 68.1 +0.21847 
35236 39.4 . -0.75747 . 33690 32.,9: -0.98280 
35318 34.5 -0.98016 336.14 54.7 -0.63544 

28343 36.9 -0.87379 . 33636 53.2 -0.96594 
. 39685 • 56.4 -0.37 542 5284 43'2' -0.71814 

28618 42.1 -0.96348 33698 70.0 +0.13685 
8U7. . 65.7 -0.80740 33640 34.2 -0.93314 
8093 .34.3 -0.85402 ' .. < 3010 36~6 -0.94840 

4040 87.5 -0.08518 3098 36.7 -0.72348 
28796 44.2 -0.39258 5044 53.3 -"'0. 36933 
5225. 67.1 tO. 26487 5165 48.1 -0.52471 

25476 76.3 -0.62512 3040. 43.6 -0.93057 
4020 34.0 -0.82883 . 3136 45.3 -0.89231 ,. 

39695 . 35.8 -0.83895 5198 47.3 +0.86020' 
3099 45.2 tO. 58009 6093 33.2 -0.03702. 
3106 45.9 +0.28771 4125 55.6 -0.08375 
5064 49.2 -0.20460 33649 58.8 -0.03073 
5093 81.4 +0.29110 . 28290 33.2 -0.83994 

5075 42.9 -0.53198 39693 38.3 ..:.0.87553 
5042 55.3 +0.15303 29140 43'.,(Y -0.71874 
9183 52.5 -0.91201 . .· 28776 37;"_8' -0.56080 
9189 . ·. 44.8 -0.53800. 38408 . 50.3 -0.40714. 

38467 37.2 -0.74010 2446 39.1 -0.9010 
2468 48.0 -0.0009'. 50209 ... 63.7 ·. +0.0529 

~ 2481 40.2 -0.6148 50211 39.9 -0.1278 
. 2491 33.0 -0.9835 50271 31.1 -0.7 333 

2510 58.0 -0.3792. 50361 41.9 -0.6619 . 
. 2640 42.0 -0.8034 17863 42.8 -0.4687 
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Event 4>/2 Event 4>/2 
number (de g) cos()' number (de g) cos()' 

2664 45.5 -0.8764 16431 54.6 to.oe34 
2688 32.4 -0.8734 25879 34.3 -0.0285 
2692 43.1 -0.4296 19586 45.1 +0. 6687 
2751-01 33.4 -0.9310 19597 . 50.8 -0.7349 
2751-02 43.4 -0.9949 20263 34.4 -0.9525 

2754 46.8 +0.1064 20284 39.0 -0.3198 
2759 35.1 -0.9841 38151 33.7 -0.8952 
2788 51.7 +0.1825 . 38167 74.6 ....,Q. 7887 
5652 32.7 -0.9985 19234 . 43.0 -0.0986 
5663 43.9 -0.5788 19261 35.6 . -0.6034 

5901 37.2 -0.7236 19309 37.5 -0.6686 
24259 52.4 -0.8399 19392 61.5 -0.7313 
24299 50.2 -0.9795 19610 39.0 -0.7881 
24339 43.4 -0.8347 1965i 37.9 -0.7310 
24389 36.0 -0.8258 19726 48.2 -0.9596 

24396 78.0 -0.5271 46012 36.6 -0.5413 
25659 37."7 -0..4396 460.22 51.2 -0.6567 
24784 31.7 --0.6245 46030 42.2 +0.1995 
24786 36.3 .. o. 9511 46089 54.1 -0.8648 
29504 42.1 -0.8593 1628 38.6 -0.8310 

29523 35.0 -0.8026 19456 47.4 -0.2495 
26226 80.5 -0.9144 19437 78.7 +0.1 087 
26291 46.0 -0.2399 50268 42.1 . -0.9346 
26314 33.3 ....,0.9956 50378 38.3 -0.8572 
34057 47.6 -0.8555 46191 37.1 -0.6208 

34100 47.2 -0.6739 37705 36.7 -0.4430 
34107 45.7 -0.9521 37711 60.2 ·-0.7733 
34112 33.7 -0.9626 '- 6475 46.4 +0.4337 

6450 71.7 -0.3699. -17951 61.6 -0.6383 
6463. 33.5 -0.4689 16417 33.1 -0.9828 

6469 56.8 --0.6477 46016 42.4 -0:2B10 
6478 44.3 -0.976~ 46038 59.3 tO. 5562 
6500 39.4 -0.8522 46160 32.4 -0.9832 
7907 31.6 -0.9244 19293 ·51.9 . -0.5095 
7914 41.9 -0.8136 19291 34.5 -0.1921 

17876 30.8 -0.2337 20294 44.8 -0.8071•· 
25821 43.3 +0.6757 _37268 36.1 -0.9578 
25837 37.5 -0.3426 17953 42.3 +0.0803 
37606 41.1 -0.1984 19540 33.9 -0.9933 
37677 49.1 -0.6759. 19557 65.1 -+0. 3834 .. 
37715 34.9 -0.6682 19568 52.6 -0.2893 
38006 64.4 +0.4357 197 38 33.7 -0.4393 
38038 78.7 +0. 787 5 19744 34.7 -0.3431 
38095 44.2 -0.4708 37309 38.5 -0.7840 
38116 35.0 -0.8838 37 328 45.5 -0.6616 
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E~ent <i>/2 ·E;vent <i>/2 
number (de g) cose' number (de g) cosB' 

38060 36.3 -0.8605 . 8346 55:9 -0.4322 
38072 31.6 -0.6329 8452 62.4 -0.4924 
38195 44.6 -0.2880 8640 39:.0' . -0 .. 9126 
50365 . 38.3 -0.4993 8664 4.1.8 -0.4289 

2849 31.5 -0.9984' ' 8708 .. 31.6 .. -0.9796 

3414 35.2 -0.2510 8805 44.4 -0.9171 
3470 34.7 -0.6677 ·8s5o '57.2 .,•. -0.8-321 
3477 40.0. -0.7532 8866 52.6 +0.29.15 
3552 34.8 ~0.6533 8'918 . 33.2' -0.'8906 
3557 45.2.' -:0.9764 8923 51.4 -0.6116 

4230 31.5 -0.9898 46.731 41.7 +0.0036 
4232 66.2 +0.0899 46779. ·: 45.6 -0.4178 
4357 . 38.7 -0.6545 17954 31.7 -0.9757· 
4466 35.9 -0.9221 3.7 354 36.8 -0'."857 3 ·.· 
4485 . 58.4 -0.8429 38150 38.9 -0.8959 

4564 36.9 - 6:82'9.2 
., 

5935: 85.5 -0.7027 . 
6827 39.7 -0.6704 19748 39.9 -0.6339 
6836 37.9 -0.5705 37.7 45 58.6 -0.4567 
6876 46.9 -0.4303 38183 3~.0 +0.4394 
7270 38.9 -0.4644 .. 2882 3.9.8 -0.6240 

7279 38~ 7 -0.7595 2884 67.6 -0.8637 
7472 39.7 -0.8925 
8215 67.2 -0.2887 
8217 4l.3 -0.95.01 
8282 47.5 -0.6173 

a ~ 
Here .<1> is the angle between two '{-ray momentum vectors. 

.r•'. 

b 
Here 8 1 is the angle between the electron momentum vector and the bisector 

of <j>. 

; : .. ) ! : 

:. : ~ -. .. : ( . ' i 

\' 

.:::.. 
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APPENDIX II 

. + 
Kfl 3 Kinematic Reconstruction 

A. Definition of Symbols 

unit vectors in the directions of the gamma rays 

-Tr: unit vector in th~ Tro direction 

-fl: unit vector in the fl direction 

,f..o 
'!' 0 • 

.·.-1- -
cos y 

1 
· y 

2 
= angle between the two gamma-ray directions 

P , P • P : momenta of K+ secondaries 
fl 'T1" v .· fl3 

!3 Tro: velocity · 

l - -(not to be confused with y 1, y 2, defined above) '( 

.r· 

E,E 
1-i 'T1" 

fl• Tr
0 total energies 

. - -angle between the Tro direction and the direction of (y 1 + y 2 ) 

E , E : y-ray energies 
'( l 'Y2 

MK K+ meson mass 

* e : angle between 'T1" direction and direction of 'Yl in. center-of-mass 
ofthe Tr

0 

m » m : pion and. muon masses 
'T1" fl 

B. Detailed Calculation 

We assume that we have a K+ 3 ev~nt in which the direction and energy 
of the fl are known (i. e. , the fl sto~s in the chamber), and the directions of 
the two gamma rays from the Tr 

0 decay are also known. · Our goal is to 
calculate a complete reconstruction for the event. 

We first define a convenient coordinate system related to the geom
etry of the event. Let 

- - - --i = 'Y1 + 'Y2 
= 

'(l +y2 

2 cos! 
(li-la) 



• 
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--- -....,. y . 1 - y 2 
J = = - -:ly . - y I . . 1 . 2 

- 7 7 k=1XJ. 
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- -yl -· y 2 
._(II-lb) 

2 sin<!>. 
4 

(II-lc) 

With these ,definitions it is evident the 'If_ direction can be written in the . .form 

...... ...... 7 
'If = i . co~_>£ + J sin£. 

It is importantto note that ~" ets.used hereh~sa,.d~fin:ite sign, ,being posi
tive if the 'lfo makes th~ smaller angle with .Y 1• a:nd:.negative if·t;he; 1fJ0.:rnakes1 
(the .. s:rnaUer '·Gl,'!fgle1cWi!h=;yi.:;:3Tihieb;poin.Lis<essential when the gamma-ray en-
erg_les are to· be calculatea. '. •·. 

We. now also write 

'~ ..... __. ..... 
tJ. = i a + j b + k c, 

where, of course, 
.. 

. ....... ~· 

a = tJ. • i_ • 

....... -
b = tJ. • j •. 

and - ..... 
c = f-1'" k . 

We now apply the law of conservation of :momentum 

2 ..... ·- 2 p . = (P + p ) .. = 
v 'If tJ. 

P
2

+P 2 t2P P ;.:;, 
'If tJ. 'If tJ. 

= p 2 + p· 2 '+ 2 p P (a cos£ + b sin£), 
'If tJ. . 'If tJ. 

where we have used -Eqs. ·(II-2) and (II-3) . 

. Applying energy conservation, we find 

P=M -E-E. v .. · K 'If. , tJ., 

From Eqs. (II-5) and (II-6), we eliminate Pv and obtain 

(II-3) 

(II-4a) 

(II-4b) 

(II-4c) 

. (II- 5) 

(II-6) 

p 
2 

+ p 2 + 2 p P (a cos£ + b sin£). 
·.·'If tJ. 'If. tJ. 

(II-7) 
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Now from 1r 0 decay kinematics we know that 

hence 

and 

cos 4> 
2 

f3 = ------'-.' 
cos s 

4> cos-z 
c 0 s s = ---:;[3,...----

([32 ... cos2~ )1/2 
. siri.£ = 

f3 

UCRL-10205 

(II-8a) 

(II-8b) 

Furthermore, we have E = y m and P . =;'I f3 m .. Thus .in Eq. (II-7) the 
- only unknown quantity whi~h appe~rs is [3~- and Eq.1T (II-7) must be put in a . 
. form more tractable for calculating [3. We rewrite Eq.- (II-7) as· · · ·' 

- M .2 + m ·
2 .·+ m Z.- 2 MK E = 2 E (MK. - E ) t 2 P. P :.(_a c·O'ss + b:C:os£), __ · ::_·: 

K - 1T IJ. IJ. 1T IJ. 1T.IJ. .... ---:~---

Now we define the symbol 

U= 
2m 

1T 

. which is directly calculable from measured .data. 

or 

where 

Then from Eqs. (II-8), . (II-9), and (II-10), we have 

[
. '<I> · z · z <1> > 1 I z] · u = y(MK - El-l) + p jJ. 'I .. a:. cos 2 + b ([3 - cos 2 

M -E 
K 1-l 

p 
jJ. 

+ a cos~ 

is again directly obtainable from measured data. 

Squaring Eq. (II-12), we have 

bzAz bz zq> = u2 
t-' - cos 2 p 2 

jJ. 

(l _· f3 2) + A 2 _ 2 AU 
-:y-p 

jJ. 

.. (II-9) 

(Il-l 0) 

Hi-ll) 

(II-12) 

(II-d 3) 
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or i. ~ -. '. . .·> .. ., ·_.- ''. ;' . '.: l 

2A.U - --yp. 
1-1 

. ·~· .· 

(Il-14) 

where 

o·' • ' b
2 

cos,
2 t ~ (:2

2)' ;+ :\2 

' 1-1 : 

is also directly related to the measured data. 

Squaring Eq. (II-14), we have 
' : ; . ~- .' . ···: 

or finally 

+ !32 

(II-16) 

2 
This is a quadratic equation which, in general, leads to two solutions 

. for !3 . · Without discussing under what conditions this equation leads to 
physically acceptabl~ solutions, we contiriue .• by assuming that a pair of real 
values of 13 2 in. the range 0 < 132 < 1 are obtained by solving Eq. (II-16) .. For 
each of these, we immediately calculate 

p =)'{3m' 
lT lT 

E = ym, 
lT lT 

P =E =M -E -E, 
v v K n 1-1 

and 

cos~ = 
cos-! 

!3 
To calculate the directions ofthe pion and the neutrino and the gamma 

ray energies, we n~ed sin~ in magnitude and sign. ,·:i.e. , we cannot just write 
sin~ = (1 - cos2~) lf 2. This is obtained from Eq. (II- 5): 

p2_p2_ p2 

Sl·nt = v n 1-1 a t (II-17) "' 2 p p b - b cos'=>· 
lT 1-1 
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Having this, we obtain the pion direction from Eq, (ll""2) and the neutrino 
direction from 

-p 
v -p 

'IT 
-.P 

f.l. 
(II-18) 

Finally, the cosine of the 'ITo cente:t<-of-:rnass decay angle is given by 

* cos e = sin£ 
·~·· sinz 

* . . . . < ; 

where () measures specifically the center-of-mass angle of 'VI· 
Eq. (Il-19) we readily calculate the two gamma-ray energies 

E. = 
'Vl 

and 

E = 
Y2 

* E + P. cos() ·· 
'IT 'IT 

2 

. * E - P cos() 
'IT 'IT 

2 

(II-19) 

From 

(II-20a) 

(II-20b) 
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APPEND~X Ill ·::. ,·· 

Table of Individual ~vents:·inK:3 sar,nple .l.. ~ ; ~-· : ·_:: <· l.·.u··.~ ·:· 

Event p E Event p E 
. nu.mber 

. a 
{MeV)b number (MeV/c) {MeV)··· · (MeV/ c) 

2551 188.1 '· !64.5 37316 .130-9 . 149.7 
2721 148.3 175.3 37327 ' 101.6 164.5 

'21.97 156.5 137.8 37339 175.5 162.1 
56.11 153.7 128.7 38104 188.4 126.4 
5751 198.6 133.4 38143 199.0 153.6 

5989 195.8 134.8 38159 201.2 140.9 
24348 179.9 130.7 38196 143.1 .. 126.9 
24390 123.4 ·165.0 46105 181.5 159.6 

.24395 146.8 141.0 50248 192.5 '142. 7 
24754 207.5 168.4 50281 182.4 157.2 

24775 37.6 180.8 50348 147.6 166.2 
25740 202.3 177.9 50356 132.1 147.1 

. 26247 l8L9 145.0 2890 170.0 128.9 
26273 186.4 145.4 2.944 171.4 124.0 
29444 200.5 155.6 2971 118.2 158.8 

34100 73.7 167.6 4279 191.1 141.9 
34!25 183.2 121.6 437"3 160.7 139.6 
34l4l 196.6 171.0 '4409 123.4 .127.4 
34146 151.0 ' 159.5 6991 130.9 121.9 
34177 ' 98.5 161.0 7342 164.4 156.6 

1557 94.3 162.7 46634 205.3 156.2 
7899 125.0 122.9 1061 174.1 182.4 

16428 156.4 :124.9 3132 183.7 138.1 
17843 184.0 144.1 3163 73.9 159.3 
17866 . 151.2 ' 126.5 ::3236 16!.0 190.4 

.. 19250 204.5 162.9 3291 183.3 . 184.9 
19467 196.5 ' 161. 1 4184 130.0 167.5 
19545 . 136.2 137.1 5288 .183. 7 169.0 
19747 191.4 . 133.7 5301 .127 01 126.2 
20272 194.8 . 182.2 5370 . 208.6 !78.2 

20345 17(>.8 176.0 5385 147 .l 182.7 
25829 201.9 166.3 6173 159.5 165.1 
25893 .110. 3 154.4 9009 103.7 149.4 
37275 89.9 166.5 9187 117.2 153.9 
37301 197.4 174.2 20133 .. 205.3 154.1 

25456 ·157.0 ', 165.0. '; ~ ~-·S:. '397 37 ' 147.0' 145.0 ,,. 
28624 '. 146.1· 158.5 ' " .,, 

28705 130~6 12.1. ,1' 
.... ~ .. 

35229 . 130.9 160.7 
·.:. {(} 

" ':·-

39645 .109.8 145.1 

aHere Pis the magnitude of 1To momentum. 

bHere E .is the muon-total energy. 
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APPENDIX tv: ; ;. 

Evaluation of Normalization Factors for K!'3·; K+ ... ··Distributions 
". f-!3 

The normalization factor for 1<! 3 decay is defl.ned by 

R(K!
3

) = Ae 2 Ne(X.) =f P:'nax(+l F: {P, G)dcosG dP 

0 ) -l 

f
pe 

max 

=A 2 
e 

0 

where q
2 

= w 2
- P

2 
= MK

2 
+ mrr

2 
- 2MKE' P:Uax is 228.5 MeV/c, and 

R{K! 3) is the K! 3 decay rate. 

Explicit evaluation of this integral yields 

2 8 . 4 
N (X.)= (7.2013 + 26.58 X.+ 41.29 X. ) X 10 MeV . 

e 

The normalization factor for K+ 3 decay is defined by 
. -~ 

R' (K+ ) = A 2 N (X. X.' Bf.! )'=fp~axf El'ffiax(:(E )G V (P, E )dE dP, 
f-!3 f.! f.! , f.!' --x- ' f.! f.! f.! 

f.! 
0 E . (P) 

f.!mln 

where R' (K+ 
3

) is the decay rate of K+
3 

satisfying geometrical and kinematic 
restri~t~on~f.!1:,npose~. on our ~t3 sa~~Ie; t:t:lf.!' the muon mass, is 105.66 MeV; 

pf.!: .. is 2.15:3 MeV/c;,.E · ... ·(P): [ (w··_ P)2 + m 2]/2(W - P); and 
max f.!mln · f.! 

Ef.!max(P) - [(W + P)
2 

+ mf.!
2

](2(W f. P): __ 
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If we define 

then 

.where the J
1

, o o o J
9 

are constants found respectively from 

J I = 2 r:,ax i {- 4 K3 +4 ~.K~ - (W2 _pz_ ~~2) Kll dP, 

(!:,ax 
Jz = 4 Jo 

' :· 

p 

E 

p J3 = 2 r::,ax 
: ; .. , ... ' ... '.!. 

m 
iT 

(M 
2 + m 

2 
- 2M E)

2 
· K ;r K 

m 
iT 

~- : ' 

.: .. 
. .. ~ ~ .. -

[
- 4 K + 4WK ...; (W 2 .- P 2 - m 

2 )K l dP, 
3 2 . ~ lj 

; ;, ' ' : . . ' . . ,~ ···. 



·. 2 
m 

J = 8 ---..!::.. 
5 MK 

2 

j
pl-1 . 

max 

0 

p 
E 

-5.-2-

(M 2 + m 2 -'2M· E) . 
K tr K 

m 
Tr 

· UCRL-10205 

m 
J6 = 8 _1-1_ 

.MK 

p 
E 

2 f~ax m 

J? = 2 ~ 
MK 

2 f~ax m 
J = 4 1-L 

8 --2 
.MK 

and 

2 r~ax m 
J = 2 1-L 

9 M 2 
K 

0 

p 

E 

p 
E 

p 
E 

m 
Tr 

(W2 ""' p2 2 
-·m )K 

1-L 1 
dP, 

2 2 
.(MK. + mrr - 2MKE) 

2 
m 

.TT 

_(W2 _ p2,.. 2 
mi-L )K1 dP, 

2 2 
2M E)

2 
, (MK +mrr 

K. (W2 - _p2 "'- m 2)Kl dP. 
m 

. 1-L 

TT, 

These· calculations have been done by computer, with the following 
results: 

J I = 2.6277 X 108 

J 2 =~16';303Xl08 

J 3 = 30.264X 108 

J4 = 1.0346XJ08 

J 5 = 3.9449 X 108 

J
6 

= 17.250Xl08 

. J 7 = 0.20478 X 108 
'. ·" ·.. 8 
J

8 
= 1.7641 X 10 

J
9 

= 4,1837Xl08 
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